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Perpetual mass-media deception and pervasive surveillance encompass a never ending train of 

abuse that won’t end any time soon. As long as armaments factories continue producing 

weapons of death for the fortune 500 Wall Street elite who reside in U.S. capitalist society, war 

and threats of war will continue to expand and take on an ever deadly character. 

Over 1000 military bases stationed, world-wide, nuclear weapons, a nuclear, first-strike posture 

by U.S. anti-ballistic missile systems and thousands of tanks, planes, bombers, armadas, special 

forces killer teams, hundreds of proxies and the Central Intelligence Agency that massacres 

civilians in Pakistan with drones on a routine basis, not because the missiles are missing their 

targets as claimed but because slaughtering civilians is a rapacious and depraved tool of the U.S. 

war mongers and their imperial war machine–that includes the civilian CIA, for resource control 

against Pakistan, Afghanistan, Somalia and any other nation the U.S. bombs to sustain its 

militarized war economy and claim to control the world’s most coveted petroleum resources in 

the Caspian Basin and Africa. 

No other power in the world divides sections of the globes into various coms–Africom, Centom, 

Eucom, Pacificom and Southcom, among others. 
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CIA uses the corporate war military complex tools of surveillance and an informant network to 

understand who it is slaughtering and the people who are hit by the missiles are seen as 

associated with the “target,” whoever this person is. It is not an accident, but a tool of state 

terrorism that is used in all counter-guerilla or counter-terror wars run by CIA and military to 

target friends, associates and family of those who are an impediment to U.S. imperial control or a 

convenient enemy for the military industrial complex to ratchet up domestic armaments spending 

and perpetuate the standing armies in the Pentagon branches with hundreds of millions of dollars 

of tax-payer money. 

That CIA funds the Pakistani ISI and ISI, in turn funds the Taliban doesn’t really matter in the 

make-believe-media world of War on Terror that permanently threatens civilian slaughter against 

innocent bystanders whose personal relations are somehow tied up in this internecine web of war 

and deception based upon racism, fear lies and conformity to sustain the fortunes of the Wall 

Street ruling class, the CIA, the military and armaments industry. Nor does it matter that the CIA 

organized the airlifts for weapons transport via Saudi, Qatari and Jordanian military aircraft that 

put weapons into the hands of NATO backed Sunni-terrorist groups, including Al Qaeda to 

destabilize Assad. It also doesn’t matter that there are fewer than 50 Al Qaeda in Afghanistan 

according to former CIA director Leon Panetta and that the Taliban had nothing to do with the 

911 attacks. The U.S. must occupy militarily permanently to sustain the war industry and keep its 

finger on the tap of Caspian Basin oil. 

Various authors are claiming that because the United States and Russia are coming to an 

agreement on the chemical weapons of Bashar Al Assad that this somehow represents progress. 

But this is a mere farce and at best unfounded optimism due to the current, media staged U.S. 

posturing. The armaments industry still controls the United States. COINTELPRO is currently in 

full operation against those who oppose the U.S. war machine. 

This war, foreign and domestic doesn’t just end–and people shouldn’t attempt to fool themselves 

or others.  Just because one slaughter/attack was temporarily eluded, and look at how it is done, 

through an international, disarmament-policing mechanism, a smaller power is compelled to 

agree to give up their weapons to a more dominant body, which in turn dominates every one and 

the people doing it are largely guilty of war crimes. How does this represent a progress? The 

United States doesn’t need to use violence everywhere anymore. It has become so powerful that 

merely threatening to do so achieves the same results. It has hundreds of thousands of military 

and private contractors, JSOC not to mention CIA in Afghanistan, CIA in Pakistan, troops 

stationed in Korea, Germany, special-forces killer teams in over 120 nations, a spy network that 

spans the entire domestic United States with over 800,000 employees in the secretive domestic 

national security state that records and monitors U.S. citizens phone calls and e-mails, people 

employed in private prisons to warehouse the massive population of unemployed black male, 

many of whom are prisoners for non-violent crimes in the counter-insurgency style war on drugs 

that is a boon to the U.S. private prison industry and the U.S. uses cut-throat killer mercenaries in 

Syria who have murdered hundreds of thousands of innocent people. It isn’t even proven that 

Assad used weapons against his people and so the U.S. and Russia now negotiate how Assad will 

disarm, yet the greatest purveyor of violence in the world–the United States government remains 

armed to the teeth after it obliterated 3 million people in Vietnam, millions in Iraq and burned to 

death 300,000-400,000 civilians in Hiroshima and Nagasaki and is now threatening Russia that it 
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will back out of negotiations to include Syria within the Organization for the Prevention of 

Chemical Weapons (OPCW) if Russia doesn’t include Chapter 7 of the U.N. Charter into the 

U.S. Russia accords, essentially allowing a NATO/U.S. military attack against Syria if it is seen 

as “not complying,” according to the D.C. war criminals’ corrupt, hypocritical standards. 

All of this when it is obvious that Assad’s use of weapons against civilians two days after UN 

inspectors arrived in Damascus would have been a completely irrational act and completely 

unlikely.  Various left commentators want to continuously point out that Assad has committed 

crimes, including torture, but the instigator of the secret rendition program that snatched and 

locked away detainees in the imperialist police state war on terror was George W. Bush, not 

Assad. 

Speaking about the crimes of the designated official enemy Assad for past crimes committed 

with CIA collaboration when the U.S. war, surveillance assassination machine spans the globe 

and is not ruling out another massacre, when it already massacres and knocks off civilians and 

enemies of U.S. empire via drone hits designed to inflict terror and maintains a vast diplomatic, 

military and intelligence occupation world-wide and war criminals belonging to the capitalist 

ruling class who used Assad as a torture proxy reside free of punishment seems a bit 

hypocritical. This is no time for jubilation.  No victory has been won. 

 


